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REUT IQNSHIP BETWEEN SCENE CHARACTERISTICS
AND LANDSAT CLASS IF ICAT ION PERFORMANCE
OF CORN AND SOYBEANS
GETULIO T I B A T I S T A , MARILYN Mn H I X S O N
AND MARVIN E * BAUER
Purdue UniversityfiARS

Accuracy of classification of Landsat
MSS data depends on a number of parameters
such as scene characteristics, training,
classification, and area estimation procedures selected. The variability in accuracy that one may find using the same
classification procedure applied at different locations is due primarily to
scene variability. The understanding of
hhe way that characteristics of a scene
affect classifier performance is an important step ta determine the amou-nt of
training, classification algorithm, and
area estimation pmcedures that would be
suitable to achieve an optimal accuracy.
The objective of this pitper was to
sample a variety of corn and soybean
areas in the U. S. Corn Belt and classify
them using fixed training and classif ie a t i o ~procedures in order to determine
how agronomic parameters of a scene affect
the classffication accurmy. The classiffcations were based on mu1 titemporally
registered Landsat WSS data acqnired
during the 1978 crop year over LACIE-type
sample segments in several regions o f the
U . S . Corn Belt. Digital "ground truth"
mnsisted of both wall-to-wall field observations of all ground cuvers present
throughomt the growing season a& agronomic observations acqnirea ebultaneously
with Landsat passes, including percent
graund cover, height and- gzowth stage for
several corn and soybean fi d d s within
each segment. Color IR aerial phutographs were available far allr segments.
The ~Iassificationswere perfamed using
the per paint maximum likelihaod classifier implemented in LARSYS, based OR one
visible and one near infrarea channel
from acquisitions at planting a& after
tasseLinq of corn, Segments selected for
analysis bad similar Landsat &ata acquisition histarfes, A modified supervised
training approach was used in a c o n s i s
tent fashion for a12 segments, Several
characteristics of the scenes studied
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involving aspects of crops, soils and
weather conditions were compared t o classification performances.
Analysis conducted in this investigation to date reveals that segment-tosegment uariahility has a significant
effect en classification performance.
Although high overall performances have
been achieved for most of the segments,
individual class performances have varied
considerably from segment-to-segment.
For example, accuracy for corn varied
from 71 to 99 percent; for soybeans, it
varied from 82 to 93 percent. Preliminary results have shown that units of
the size of a segment are too Iarqe for
comparisons with many o f the important
agronomic characteristics of a scene.
Therefore, qualitative and quantitative
comparisons between scene characteristics
an& classification performance of smaller
units (1 nm square) are currently underway.

Ia our presentation we will discuss
several specific characteristics of the
scenes involving particu-lar aspects of
craps, sails properties, and weather
parameters that afgect ~Passificetian
performances on a segment Basis and within
a segment based on smaller units.

